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Abstract
Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) are an invasive species that have been implicated in the reduction of algae
stocks in the near-shore environment of western Lake Erie. To determine their basin-wide effects, we applied a twodimensional hydrodynamic and water-quality model for 1994. The model accurately reproduced lake-wide
hydrodynamics and water quality. When modeled as true benthic organisms (resting on the bottom), the dreissenids
grazed 53% of the western basin May through September net algal growth. This grazing resulted in a ,0.1-mg L21
reduction in the pelagic algae concentration relative to the case without dreissenids. In comparison, dreissenids
grazed 77% western basin net algal growth when the lake was modeled as a fully mixed water column. We found that
the biomass grazed was governed by a balance between the timescales of vertical wind-induced mixing and benthic
grazing. During calm conditions, weak diurnal stratification (,1uC between surface and bottom waters) was
sufficient to suppress vertical mixing, when the mean daily wind speed 4 m above the lake surface (U4) was
,6 m s21. These conditions allowed a concentration boundary layer ,1 m thick to form, accounting for the
reduced grazing effect relative to the fully mixed case. Entrainment of the concentration boundary layer occurred for
U4 .6 m s21 (associated with the lake’s characteristic 10-d storm cycle) facilitating algae supply to the benthos. We
formulated the mean daily biomass grazed in terms of the dreissenid areal pumping rate (a) and U4 and found that
because typically U4 is ,6 m s21, the western basin is weakly stratified thermally and a concentration boundary
layer forms when U4 ,3a or a .2 m3 m22 d21. The dynamics of both wind-mixing and thermal stratification must,
therefore, be considered in mixing models applied to shallow weakly stratified lake basins.

Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) successfully invaded the Laurentian Great Lakes in the mid–1980s. By the
1990s they had achieved an ecologically dominant status in
the benthos of Lake Erie (e.g., Berkman et al. 1998). Their
abundance and large areal filtering capacity have led to the
mussels being implicated in the dramatic increase in water
clarity observed since the late 1960s (e.g., Hebert et al.
1991). The establishment of the mussels was preceded by
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the1970s phosphorus load abatement programs (DePinto et
al. 1986) and consequently delineation of the relative effects
of these processes on Lake Erie water quality remains a
challenge (Charlton 1994, Boegman et al. in press). The
subsequent colonization by the quagga mussel (D. bugensis)
further complicates the analysis.
Observational studies have shown that the effect of
dreissenid mussels is extreme in shallow near-shore environments with high mussel densities (Hecky et al. 2004).
Dreissenid mussel densities as high as 2.5 3 105 mussels
m22 have been observed in western Lake Erie and are among
the largest reported for any freshwater mollusk (MacIsaac et
al. 1992). When these densities are coupled with pumping
rates estimated to be as high as 234 mL mussels21 h21 (Yu
and Culver 1999), the potential filtering capacity is enormous
(,60 m3 m22 h21). Potential filtering capacity (PFC) models
have been applied to gauge the effects of dreissenid mussels
on the algae stocks of the shallow and productive Lake Erie
western basin. MacIsaac et al. (1992) argued that the western
basin is usually well-mixed vertically, a seasonal thermocline
does not form, and the temperature difference between
surface and bottom waters is usually confined to #1uC.
Under these conditions, they suggested that dreissenid
mussels would have access to phytoplankton throughout
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the water column at most times, such that they could
theoretically filter a 7-m water column equivalent to the mean
depth of the western basin between 3.5 and 18.8 times daily.
Bunt et al. (1993) assumed that dreissenid mussels in the
western basin of Lake Erie have access to phytoplankton
stocks throughout the majority of the water column at most
times and estimated that during 1990, juvenile dreissenid
mussels were capable of filtering between 39% and 96% of a
7-m water column daily. However, PFC models neither
simulate spatial gradients in plankton, nor the turbulent
supply of plankton to the benthos.
Laboratory flume experiments (Butman et al. 1994;
O’Riordan et al. 1995) and in situ observations over mussel
beds characterized by periodic intertidal flows (Fréchette et
al. 1989) have shown that near-bed plankton concentrations are regulated by a balance between horizontal
advection and vertical diffusion of plankton, where
concentration boundary layer formation can cause as much
as 48% of the near-bed water to be refiltered by the
mussels. These results have been applied to the Lake Erie
western basin water column (MacIsaac et al. 1999; Edwards
et al. 2005), where the one-dimensional advection–diffusion
equation was solved by assuming neutral stratification and
the existence of a logarithmic law-of-the-wall velocity
profile through the entire water column. Edwards et al.
(2005) found that between 8% and 67% of a 7-m nearshore
water column could be filtered daily, with the range of
grazing resulting from the flow of algal biomass to the
benthos being tightly coupled to the vertical turbulent
mixing rate. MacIsaac et al. (1999) also reported a strong
correlation between hydrodynamic forcing and mussel
grazing. The logarithmic velocity profiles and associated
vertical mixing models applied in these studies were
originally developed for neutrally stratified riverine systems
(Fischer et al. 1979, p. 106) and while applicable to
laboratory flumes and intertidal flows, these equations do
not necessarily describe the low velocity seiche-driven
oscillatory dynamics occurring throughout the water
column of western Lake Erie. Moreover, they neglect
momentum transfer from the surface wind stress. Ackerman et al. (2001) found the logarithmic law-of-the-wall
velocity profile provided an accurate description of the
near-bed flow in western Lake Erie ,2% of the time and
suggested that wind-forcing may play an important role in
regulating vertical mixing. Similarly in Lake Alpnach,
Lorke et al. (2002) found the law-of-the-wall velocity layer
to be confined to a thin near-bed region and not the entire
water column. Due to the oscillatory dynamics, turbulence
quantities within this region, and the water column above,
did not satisfactorily obey law-of-the-wall scaling. The
suitability of applying riverine models to the western basin
is further challenged by the observation that weak diurnal
stratification occurred 60% of the time in the western basin
of Lake Erie (Loewen et al. 2000). Ackerman et al. (2001),
showed that weak stratification of ,0.5 kg m23 or 2uC
between surface and bottom water reduced vertical mixing
rates by ,40% relative to neutrally stratified conditions,
leading to the formation of a ,2-m-thick concentration
boundary layer above the dreissenid mussel beds. Loewen
et al. (2000) found that surface wind speeds in excess of

7 m s21 from the 10-d storm cycle characteristic to the
region (e.g., Hamblin 1987) enhanced vertical mixing, thus
rendering the water column neutrally stratified.
Seasonal stratification will act to further suppress
vertical mixing of plankton to the benthos. In the stratified
environment of Hargus Lake (Ohio), Yu and Culver (1999)
collected faeces and pseudofaeces of dreissenid mussels in
order to estimate the volume of water that was cleared of
seston per unit time, and estimated refiltration fractions to
be between 71% and 86%.
In general, the relative magnitudes of the vertical
diffusive and benthic grazing timescales will govern the
distribution of phytoplankton above a mussel colony. They
are defined by Koseff et al. (1993) as
TD ~

H2
Kz

ð1Þ

TG ~

H
a

ð2Þ

where TD is the approximate time for a water column of
depth H to be vertically mixed by turbulence characterized
by the turbulent diffusivity Kz (m2 s21) and TG is the
approximate time for benthic grazers with an areal
pumping rate a (m3 m22 s21) to deplete the water column
of phytoplankton. When TD . TG the mussels graze
plankton faster than it is supplied and a concentration
boundary layer is expected to form; when TD , TG,
plankton is supplied faster than it is grazed and a
concentration boundary layer is not expected.
In the present study, we numerically modeled the
hydrodynamics and water quality of Lake Erie. The
objective of the study is to quantify the effects of dreissenid
mussels in the deeper, less energetic offshore environments
of the western basin. We investigate the hypothesis that
offshore mussel effects are less than those predicted using
PFC models or by extrapolating nearshore observations
(Ackerman et al. 2001; Noonburg et al. 2003; Edwards et
al. 2005). The offshore mussel effects will be influenced by
both physical and biological processes, which we capture in
the numerical hydrodynamic and water-quality framework.
We varied the dreissenid mussel pumping rate, the vertical
distribution of dreissenid mussels within the water column
and the strength of vertical turbulent diffusion to examine
how these coupled processes control phytoplankton stocks
in the western basin of the lake. We then used the results to
validate simple analytical models of the physical dynamics,
which may be readily applied to other systems.

Methods
Previous applications of multidimensional models to
Lake Erie have been either hydrodynamic or water-quality–
based (see discussion in Boegman et al. in press). However,
to fully understand the biological responses to physical
variability requires models that couple hydrodynamics and
the dynamics of water quality and biota (e.g., Koseff et al.
1993). Recent studies integrating the hydrodynamics and
nutrient–plankton–dreissenid mussel dynamics have been
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Fig. 1. (a) Lake Erie bathymetric plan view. Depth contours are at 10-m intervals. W1, W2, C and E denote positions of
meteorological, temperature and current sampling stations during 1994. (b) Numerical solution plane (longitudinal cross-section)
showing width contours. Contour interval is 20 km.

localized in application to an idealized water column (e.g.,
Edwards et al. 2005) or conceptual food web models (e.g.,
Noonburg et al. 2003). These studies confirm that the effect
of dreissenid mussel filtering is influenced by several
coupled abiotic factors which vary naturally in space and
time throughout a water body (e.g., the local hydrodynamics and spatial arrangement of suitable benthic
substrate). The problem thus involves adequately modeling
the complexity of physical and biological processes in time
and space, with sufficient computational efficiency that
long-term trends in water quality may be economically
simulated. To address these issues, we have applied a twodimensional hydrodynamic and water-quality reservoir
model, CE-QUAL-W2 version 2.11 (Cole and Buchak
1995) to Lake Erie for the year 1994. We found the
hydrodynamic model accurately predicted water level
fluctuations without adjustment, but significant modifications to the eddy coefficient turbulence algorithm (vT but
not Kz) were required in order to simulate acceptable
longitudinal currents (Boegman et al. 2001). The waterquality model reasonably simulated longitudinal trends in
algae and nutrients, as well as the dynamics of hypolimnetic
anoxia in the central basin (Boegman et al. in press).
CE-QUAL-W2 solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations along longitudinal and vertical reservoir

axes and is thus suited for application to relatively long
narrow water bodies such as Lake Erie, which has a 6 : 1
aspect ratio (Fig. 1a). We aligned the longitudinal coordinate direction with the lake’s longitudinal axis (west–east),
corresponding to the direction of hydraulic flow, strongest
seiching and gradients in temperature, nutrient concentration, and plankton biomass (Charlton 1994). The vertical
coordinate direction resolves the vertical thermal structure,
which supports internal waves and regulates the rate of
vertical mixing and, hence, the vertical distribution of
nutrients and plankton above benthic mussel reefs. Vertical
turbulent diffusion of heat, mass, and momentum were
modeled in time and space using first-order eddy coefficients. The vertical diffusion of momentum (vT) is
formulated with a mixing-length model (Cole and Buchak
1995; Boegman et al. 2001). The vertical diffusion of heat
and mass are assumed to be equal (Kz) and are calculated
from vT as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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Table 1. Summary of numerical simulations. Runs ZM45, ZM90, and ZM135 apply the locally variable Kz based upon the surfacewind stress and stratification with varying mussel individual pumping rates. Run TMR90 applies an approximation to a potential filtering
capacity model.
Run
NOZM
ZM45
ZM90
ZM135
TMR90

Kz
locally
locally
locally
locally
1,000

variable
variable
variable
variable
m2 s21

Mussel location

ZMQ (mL mussel21 h21)

no dreissenid mussels
lake bed
lake bed
lake bed
water column

N/A
45
90
135
90

where k is the von Karman constant, l is a turbulent length
scale (taken arbitrarily as the vertical grid point spacing),
Pr 5 2 is the turbulent Prandtl number, c 5 1.5 is an
arbitrary constant and u and v are the longitudinal and
lateral (north–south) velocities, respectively. The exponential function reduces vertical mixing in stably stratified
regions according to the local gradient Richardson number
Rig 5 N2/(Lu/Lz)2, which characterizes the stabilizing effect
of stratification relative to the destabilizing effect of vertical
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
shear. Here, N ~ {g=ro ðLr=LzÞ is the buoyancy frequency of a water column with density r(z). The
longitudinal–vertical nature of the two-dimensional model
causes the lateral velocity and its vertical gradient to be
zero. To account for this simplification, it is assumed that
the effect of cross-wind stress tw(y) generates a lateral wind–
wave component that is parameterized for Lv/Lz. The
vertical longitudinal shear term Lu/Lz, results from longitudinal currents associated with the resolved hydrodynamics (surface and internal seiche motions as well as hydraulic
flow through the lake system). These currents are
influenced by longitudinal wind shear tw, which decays
exponentially from the surface, and longitudinal bed shear
tb applied along the sediment area associated with the
bottom cells. The stresses are modeled as
2 {bz
e
tw ~ CD ra U10

tb ~

gro
jUb jUb
Cz2

ð4Þ
ð5Þ

where z is the depth from the free surface, CD is a drag
coefficient, ra is the density of air, U10 is the wind speed
10 m above the lake surface, Ub is the longitudinal near-bed
current velocity, g is the gravitational constant, ro is the
characteristic density of the water column, Cz 5 90 m1/2 s21
is the Chézy roughness coefficient, and b is a coefficient that
is a function of fetch length and wind speed that accounts for
the effect of wind waves on regulating the depth of the winddriven surface layer.
The water-quality module of CE-QUAL-W2 is organicmatter– (carbon) based. The model simulates the temporal
and spatial dynamics of inorganic suspended carbon, labile
and refractory dissolved organic matter, particulate organic
carbon (detritus), soluble reactive phosphorus, ammonium,
nitrate plus nitrite, dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen
demand, and a single algae type. Boegman et al. (in press)
modified the model to include dreissenid mussel and

zooplankton water-quality modules including algae and
oxygen consumption and nitrogen and phosphorus excretion. The growth rate of a single taxon of edible algae is
modeled as AGR 5 cT lmin AGRmax. This equation adjusts
growth downward from the maximum growth rate
(AGRmax) by applying rate multipliers that characterize
the ambient temperature (cT) and the limiting resource
(lmin) of light (availability and photoinhibition), phosphorus, or nitrogen (Monod kinetics) at each time-step. Algae
settle at a rate of 0.1 m d21.
The model was forced with 10-min data collected in 1994
from surface meteorological buoys and daily measurements
of precipitation, inflows and outflows. We adjusted wind
speed observations measured at 4 m to 10 m, for use in
Eqs. 4 and 5 by assuming a power law wind profile U10 5
U4(10/4)1/7. We specified nutrient boundary conditions for
the water-quality model for the Maumee, Detroit, Sandusky and Grand (Ontario) rivers and for the four largest
municipal wastewater treatment plants that directly discharge into the lake. We applied a dreissenid mussel
pumping rate of ZMQ 5 90 mL mussel21 h21 6 50%
(Ackerman et al. 2001), and specified a unique dreissenid
mussel population density at each longitudinal model
segment (Haltuch and Berkman 1999; Boegman et al. in
press). We modeled the bathymetry of each segment as a
rectangular box of equivalent surface width and total
volume (Boegman et al. in press). The laterally averaged
bathymetric grid of Lake Erie used in this study consists of
from 5 to 65 layers spaced at 1-m intervals in the vertical
and 222 longitudinal segments that are 1,414 m to 2,000 m
in length (west to east; Fig. 1b). At each grid node, we
specified a unique lateral width (north to south) over which
the hydrodynamic and water-quality variables are averaged. We then applied the dreissenid mussel source and
sink terms in the bottom layer of water (i.e., at the max.
depth of each longitudinal segment). By this approach, we
represent dreissenid mussels as true benthic organisms
within the constraints of the laterally averaged model,
which first affected the layer at maximum depth for the
segment in which they occur.
We performed a suite of numerical simulations to
investigate the role of stratification and vertical mixing in
supplying plankton to the mussel beds (Table 1). These
simulations include the standard model configuration
where Kz is dependant upon the local wind stress and
Richardson number and mussels are located upon the lake
bed; a totally mixed reactor (TMR) model, where Kz 5
1,000 m2 s21 and the mussels were distributed evenly
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throughout the water column; and the case of no dreissenid
mussels (NOZM). The TMR model is analogous to a PFC
model that includes phytoplankton production (Edwards et
al. 2005). We analyzed the results from the numerical
simulations to investigate the roles of stratification and
vertical mixing in regulating the supply of phytoplankton
to the dreissenid mussels.

Numerical results
Model calibration, validation, and simulation for 1994
field characteristics—We validated hydrodynamics and
water quality against an extensive 137-d field data set
collected during 1994. The model accurately simulates the
thermal structure and longitudinal currents at Sta. W1 and
W2 (model segments 27 and 33, respectively; Boegman et al.
2001). We validated the water-quality model against
observations from four water-quality surveys (Charlton
1994). To facilitate comparison to the laterally averaged
model results, we present the vertically integrated field
observations as a variation between the minimum and
maximum lateral value at each model segment after we
average the model results vertically. This representation
preserves some of the spatial heterogeneity in water-quality
observations from large lakes. The model reasonably
simulates concentrations and longitudinal trends in algae
(Fig. 2), nitrogen, phosphorus and dissolved oxygen (Boegman 2006; Boegman et al. in press), with model results
generally being within the observed ranges. Although we
have averaged both modeled and observed data to facilitate
direct comparison, the model does reproduce the musselfeeding signature within 2 m above the mussel reef at Sta.
W2 (Fig. 3) within the error bounds of the observed data.
Diurnal variation in water-column dynamics—We analyzed hourly model output at Sta. W1 spanning several
wind-mixing events to illustrate the physical dynamics
leading to enhanced mixing and, hence, grazing over subdaily timescales. For example, on 09 June 1994 (day 159)
the sudden onset of the wind causes a down-welling of the
free surface as water is pushed from the western basin
(Fig. 4a). Mixing of the water column is evident with the
temperature difference between surface and bottom water
(DT) changing from 2.5uC to 0uC with a corresponding
sudden increase in the modeled rate of algal biomass grazed
by the mussels (Fig. 4b). The mixing event is a direct result
of elevated Kz through the water column (Fig. 4c; event A).
Two other significant mixing events (defined as times when
DT R 0 in Fig. 4b) occur during the period shown (events
B and C). Each event is generated as U4 R 6 m s21
(Fig. 4a), leading to enhanced wind stress (Fig. 4d) and in
turn enhanced vertical shear (Fig. 4e). Interestingly,
although in both cases U 4 < 6 m s 21, event B is
characterized by strong mixing (i.e., large Kz) and weak
shear and stress, while event C has weaker mixing yet
stronger shear/stress. The difference may be explained by
noting that buoyancy production due to surface heat
transfer is not expected during the night in early June (day
159), after mixing event A. Hence, the water column is less
stratified (DT ,1uC) prior to event B relative to event C

Fig. 2. Western basin modeled and field-observed laterally
and vertically averaged algal biomass (observed algae 5 67 3
chlorophyll a). Observations were obtained during three 5-d lakewide Lake Erie cruises in June, July, and August 1994. The model
output corresponds to the temporal midpoint of each cruise, as
indicated. Gray shading denotes the lateral variation of the
vertically integrated field observations. Black shading denotes
variation in simulated results for ZMQ 5 90 6 50% mL mussel21
h21. Corresponding bathymetry and vertical distributions of algae
and temperature are shown in Fig. 9.

(DT ,2uC) and so less wind energy is needed to overcome
the stabilizing effect of buoyancy, resulting in deeper
mixing. This effect is shown clearly in the Ri term (Fig. 4f)
from Eq. 3, which incorporates the competing effects of
shear and buoyancy. The qualitative correspondence
between Kz and Ri has been observed in the field (Boegman
et al. 2003), suggesting that the governing physics are wellrepresented within the model.
The observation that the mixing response is being driven
by the surface wind stress demonstrates that riverine
models, which neglect surface momentum transfers and
apply law-of-the-wall scaling to calculate vertical mixing
rates from bed shear, are unsuitable for describing the
dynamics of the shallow weakly stratified water column of
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Fig. 3. Profiles of organic seston concentrations for on- and off-reef sampling stations at W2 (the mean value and SE bars are
presented) and modeled algae concentration with height above the bottom. Observed data are unpublished daily averages from the study
by Ackerman et al. (2001), which reports averages over the 4 d of sampling. Model output is daily at 12:00 h. To enable comparison to the
model output, one-third of observed organic seston in western Lake Erie was estimated to be living algae; the remainder being mainly
detritus (Leach 1975).

western Lake Erie. Elevated bed stress does occur (Fig. 4d)
throughout the simulation as a result of the dominant
barotropic seiche currents (Boegman et al. 2001); however,
this leads neither to an enhancement of the vertical shear
nor of Kz. The results shown in Fig. 4 did not vary
qualitatively when Cz was varied 650%. Boegman (1999)
further discusses the effects of Cz on the bottom mixedlayer thickness.
Seasonal variation in water-column dynamics—Over a
seasonal timescale, mean daily 4-m wind speed in the
western basin at Sta. W1 (model segment 27) is ,5 m s21
(Fig. 5a) with regular events exceeding 6 m s21 resulting
from the 10-d storm cycle. The modeled isotherms at W1
(Fig. 5c) indicate that the water column does not seasonally
stratify (i.e., a stable thermocline does not develop) because
wind speeds in excess of 6 m s21 regularly mix the water
column from the surface toward the bed (Fig. 5b) resulting
in an isothermal profile (Fig. 5a). Portions of the water
column where Kz . 2 3 1023 m2 s21 are denoted as being
actively mixed regions (shaded). This value of Kz lies
between observed estimates of turbulent diffusion during
neutrally stratified (Kz ,4.1 3 1023 m2 s21) and stably
stratified (Kz,1.7 3 1023 m2 s21) conditions at W2, which

is located ,1.4 km southeast of W1 (Ackerman et al. 2001).
These mixing dynamics are physically consistent with those
observed by Loewen et al. (2000) at Sta. W2.
The periodic mixing of the water column in western Lake
Erie should cause similar vertical distributions of temperature and algae. Buoyancy and algal biomass are both
produced in the epilimnion due to surface thermodynamics
and light availability, respectively, and both are mixed to
depth by turbulent diffusion. However, grazing of algal
biomass by dreissenid mussels in the benthos of Lake Erie
leads to the formation of a near-bed algae concentration
boundary layer (e.g., MacIsaac et al. 1999; Ackerman et al.
2001). Isopleths of simulated algae concentration for run
ZM90 (Table 1) reproduce the concentration boundary
layer near the lake bed, which is visible as a sharp vertical
concentration gradient (Fig. 6a). This gradient is strikingly
dissimilar to the weak stratification and near-vertical
isotherms of the temperature field in Fig. 5c. Within the
concentration boundary layer, the algae concentrations are
as low as 0.1 mg L21, well below the 0.3–0.5-mg L21
concentrations simulated to occur in the pelagic zone. The
importance of vertical diffusive processes and the spatial
location of the mussels (i.e., on the bed) in maintaining the
concentration boundary layer are evident through compar-
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Fig. 4. Effect of variable wind fields on seasonal variation in water column dynamics in 1994 at Sta. W1 (located in model segment
27). Data output at 20-min intervals. (a) Relative variation in 10-min average wind speed (at 4 m above the surface) and the modeled
lake-surface elevation at segment 27; (b) modeled algal biomass grazed relative to the temperature difference (DT, uC) between the surface
and bottom water; (c) temporal evolution of the turbulent diffusion coefficient (Kz); (d) temporal variation of the applied surface and
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 2ﬃ
bottom stresses (tw + tb); (e) temporal variation in the vertical shear term ( ðLu=LzÞ2 z twðyÞ e{2kz nT ) from Eq. 3; (f) temporal
variation in the Richardson number term (e2cRi) from Eq. 3. Regions where the density profile is unstable (e.g., inflows or large-scale
overturns) are mixed using Kz 5 1,000 m2 s21 (indicated in [c] where Kz .1022 m2 s21). Apart from these events the turbulence closure
model calculates 1027 m2 s21 , Kz ,1022 m2 s21 in agreement with observed data (Yeates and Imberger 2003; their fig. 8).

ison of Fig. 6a to Fig. 6b. In the latter, the mussels were
uniformly distributed vertically within the water column
and complete vertical mixing was simulated by specifying
Kz 5 1,000 m2 s21 (Table 1, TMR90). For these simulations, which approximate a PFC model, no concentration
boundary layer forms and the modeled algae concentrations are uniform in the vertical and vary with time between
0.2 mg L21 and 0.4 mg L21 These concentrations are
,0.1 mg L21 less than those from 0 m to 6 m (Fig. 6a).
Calculation of the total daily consumption of algae by
dreissenid mussels in model segment 27 for ZM90 (7 3
106 g d21) and TMR90 (9 3 106 g d21) shows an average

30% reduction in algal biomass grazed when the mussels
are located on the bed and more realistic vertical mixing
rates are applied (Fig. 6c).
Overlays of data from Figs. 5b and 6a show the spatial
and temporal correlations between the strength of the
surface winds, the rate of vertical mixing, the algae
concentration and the concentration boundary layer
(Fig. 7b). When mean daily U4 . 6 m s21, periods of
enhanced vertical mixing toward the bed occur, reducing
the algae concentration as mixing events entrain the
concentration boundary layer. During these events, the
timescale of vertical mixing is expected to be larger than
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Fig. 5. The influence of variation in wind speed on thermal stratification and turbulent diffusion at Sta. W1 (model segment 27). (a)
Mean daily 4-m wind speed (U4) and temperature difference between surface and bottom water (DT) in 1994. Dotted line and arrows
indicate U4 $ 6 m s21. (b) Temporal and vertical evolution of the modeled diffusion coefficient Kz. Shaded region denotes Kz $ 2 3
1023 m2 s23. (c) Simulated vertical and seasonal variation in water temperature (isotherm interval 5 2.5uC isotherms). All data, with the
exception of wind speed, are output daily at 12:00 h.

that of benthic grazing and increased biomass grazing by
the dreissenid mussels can occur (Fig. 7d). Conversely,
when U4 , 6 m s21, the water column remains weakly
stratified, the time scale of vertical mixing is expected to be
smaller than that of benthic grazing, the concentration
boundary layer is well-defined and grazing is reduced. The
benthic–pelagic coupling process is dependent upon the
areal pumping rate of the mussels, but variation in the
individual mussel pumping rate by 650% (i.e., from 45 mL
mussel21 h21 to 135 mL mussel21 h21) does not significantly influence the temporal distribution of the concentration boundary layer and only raises or lowers the water
column algae concentrations by ,0.1 mg L21 during the
wind-mixing events (Figs. 7a, c). In the TMR90 model
(Fig. 6b) no benthic–pelagic coupling between winds,
mixing, and algae grazing occurs. The numerical framework of this study allows these results to be easily extended
from model segment 27 (Sta. W1) to the entire western
basin.
Spatial variation in the effects of seasonal water-column
dynamics on dreissenid grazing—To investigate the influ-

ence on phytoplankton stocks of differences in spatial
variation of dreissenid mussel density, depth, stratification
and/or nutrient availability, we computed the mean daily
algal biomass grazed by the mussels for each model
segment in the western basin (Fig. 8). As would be
expected, the model predicts enhanced grazing per square
meter for TMR90 relative to ZM90 (Fig. 8a). The
difference in algal biomass grazed per square meter
between these two models is proportional to the mussel
density (Fig. 8c) and generally increases with the degree of
thermal stratification from west to east across the basin
(Fig. 9a). This west-to-east trend is not as apparent in the
daily biomass grazed per mussel (Fig. 8b). Locations of
enhanced difference in daily biomass grazed per mussel
between TMR90 and ZM90 occur near segments 5, 25, and
60. These are associated with high concentrations of
overlying algae throughout the water column (Figs. 9b–
d). Segments 5 and 25 are near the inflows from the
Maumee River and Detroit River, respectively, and
segment 60 lies in the transition region to the central basin,
where a seasonal thermocline forms separating the mussels
from the euphotic zone (Fig. 9a). Local minima in biomass
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Fig. 6. Comparison of algal vertical distribution with time at Sta. W1 (segment 27) as influenced by dreissenid consumption and
turbulent mixing. (a) Algae distribution simulated with dreissenid mussels located on the lake bed (model ZM90), (b) algae distribution
simulated with dreissenid mussels evenly distributed vertically throughout the water column and Kz 5 1,000 m2 s21 (model TMR90).
Contour interval is 0.1 mg L21 and data are output daily at 12:00 h. (c) Comparison of the vertically integrated algae consumption
(g d21) by dreissenid mussels in segment 27 for ZM90 and TMR90 models (panels a and b). Dotted lines in (c) indicate the average
consumption over the simulation period, while the arrows denote days when the mean daily U4 $ 6 m s21.

grazed per mussel (for both ZM90 and TMR90) occur near
segments 10 and 50. This is likely due to reduced effective
clearance at locations of high mussel density (Pontius and
Culver 2001). These dynamics are generally consistent with
the concept of concentration boundary layer formation
(i.e., Fig. 9c). Despite the relatively coarse vertical resolution (1 m), the thickness of the concentration boundary
layer, averaged over the simulation, is well-modeled
(Fig. 9c) at ,1–2 m in agreement with field observations
(MacIsaac et al. 1999; Ackerman et al. 2001).
The west-to-east gradients in physical and water-quality
parameters support dividing the western basin into three
distinct longitudinal regions (Fig. 9a), so that the influence
of the spatial gradients on the basin-averaged water-column
algae concentration in each region can be investigated.
Region 1 (segments 2–10) is neutrally stratified and
shallow, representative of the nearshore regions of the

western basin perimeter. Nutrient-rich Maumee River
inflows (Boegman 1999) and moderate mussel densities
cause the algae consumption per individual mussel to be
high (Fig. 8b). Profiles of the mean water-column algae
concentration show little difference between ZM90 and
TMR90 models and no strong concentration boundary
layer forms (Fig. 10a). The presence of the mussels greatly
reduces the algae stocks compared to the NOZM case.
Region 2 (segments 11–50) is weakly stratified and ,8 m
deep and, thus, is typical of the offshore western basin. The
low dreissenid mussel densities on soft sediments but higher
densities on reefs and high ambient algae concentration
favor the development of a concentration boundary layer,
and an increase in biomass grazed for TMR90 occurs
relative to ZM90 (Fig. 8b; quantified below). Profiles of the
mean water-column algae concentration show a decrease in
the pelagic algae concentration from NOZM to ZM90 to
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Fig. 7. Overlay of Kz at W1 from Fig. 5b (solid line) and simulated water-column algae concentration from simulations at Sta. W1
(segment 27) with (a) ZMQ 5 45 mL mussel21 h21, (b) ZMQ 5 90 mL mussel21 h21, and (c) ZMQ 5 135 mL mussel21 h21. Arrows
denote dates when mean daily U4 $ 6 m s21. (d) Comparison of total algae grazed (g d21) by dreissenid mussels for ZMQ 5 45 ml
mussel21 h21 (panel a) with wind speed (U4). The horizontal dashed line denotes mean daily U4 5 6 m s21.

TMR90, with a distinct concentration boundary layer for
ZM90 (Fig. 10b). The ZM90 and NOZM basin-averaged
results are consistent with the on- and off-reef observations
by Ackerman et al. (2001), respectively.
Region 3 (segments 51–65) is deep and seasonally
stratified characterizing the transition from the western

basin to the central basin (Fig. 9a). A concentration
boundary layer is predicted to form for both NOZM and
ZM90 (although it is much stronger for ZM90 because of
the high dreissenid density [Fig. 8a]), whereas for TMR90
where Kz 5 1,000 m2 s21 no concentration boundary layer
is evident (Fig. 10c). The hypolimnion in this region is the
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Fig. 8. Spatial variation in algal consumption and dreissenid abundance in western Lake Erie. (a) Variation in mean daily biomass
of algae grazed by dreissenid mussels over the simulation period at western basin segments. (b) Spatial variation in mean daily biomass
grazed mussel21. (c) Spatial variation in dreissenid mussel abundance. Panel (c) is generated from dreissenid mussel distribution maps
(Haltuch and Berkman 1999) that have been discretized for the CE-QUAL-W2 bathymetry according to substrate type (Boegman et al.
in press).

only portion of the western basin where algae growth is
light-limited, in the remainder of the basin it is phosphoruslimited, and so for NOZM the presence of the near-bed
concentration boundary layer may be attributed to
seasonal stratification impeding vertical transport of algae
between the euphotic zone and the benthos (Figs. 9a–c),
resulting in lower hypolimnetic algae concentrations. For
ZM90, algae depletion due to grazing further reduces nearbed algae concentrations compared to NOZM. Augmented
grazing and suppressed mixing will increase TD relative to
TG, thus facilitating the lower near-bed algae concentrations. For TMR90, TD R 0, causing the large total grazing
differential between TMR90 and ZM90 over segments 51
to 65 (Fig. 8a).
Basin-wide interactions of fluid dynamics and dreissenid
grazing—We have examined the influence of longitudinal
gradients in physical and biological parameters on mussel

grazing and algae concentration in the western basin. The
biomass grazed by the mussels is also dependent upon the
areal pumping rate a (Figs. 7a–c) and the supply of
plankton to the benthos, which is in turn strongly
correlated with the surface wind speed U4 (Fig. 7). The
amount of algae biomass grazed daily is maximized when
both U4 and a are large, but grazing is suppressed as a R
0 (pumping limitation) or U 4 R 0 (food supply
limitation; Fig. 11a). For U4 . 3a grazing becomes a
strong function of a (directly proportional); for U4 , 3a,
grazing becomes independent of a and a concentration
boundary layer is formed when the water column is not
actively mixing (i.e., U4 , 6 m s21 [Fig. 11a]). When the
concentration boundary layer forms, grazing is thus
independent of a and weakly proportional to U4, which
controls vertical mixing and, hence, food supply to the
benthos. Characteristic values of U4 for May through
September 1994 are 4 to 5 m s21 (i.e., U4 , 6 m s21;
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Fig. 9. Mean simulated spatial variation in temperature and algae concentration relative to dreissenid grazing regimen. (a)
Temperature distribution (isotherm interval 5 1uC), (b) algae biomass distribution for the NOZM model (isopleth interval 5
0.1 mg L21), (c) algae biomass distribution for the ZM90 model, and (d) algae biomass distribution for the TMR90 model.

Fig. 12) and, hence, concentration boundary layer formation
is expected for a . 2 m3 m22 d21 (Fig. 11a). Published
estimates of a (Table 2) from nearshore environments (1.7 ,
a , 132 m 3 m 2 2 d 2 1 ), offshore environments (a
,16.2 m3 m22 d21) and the entire western basin (1.7 , a ,
13.9 m3 m22 d21) suggest that this condition for concentration boundary-layer formation will typically be satisfied. The
meteorological conditions during 1994 have been shown to be
fairly typical for the lake (Boegman et al. in press) and, hence,
the presence of a concentration boundary layer may be
considered to be the natural mean state of the western basin
(as shown in Fig. 9c).
The results shown in Fig. 11a, may be generalized for a
water column of arbitrary depth and stratification using a
bulk form of the Richardson number Ri , N2 /(U4/H)2
(Fig. 11b). Here, we evaluated the bulk buoyancy frequen-

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cy N ~ ðg=ro ÞðDr=H Þ using the observed density
difference (Dr) between the surface and bottom water
(from Boegman et al. 2001). The biomass grazed in Ri
versus a space is in qualitative agreement with that in U4
versus a space. However, grazing becomes a strong
function of a when Ri , 0.1a and grazing becomes
independent of a when Ri . 0.1a. Concentration boundary
layer formation occurs when Ri . 6 3 1024.
To determine the effect of dreissenid mussels on the
algae stocks, we performed an algal mass balance for the
western basin. We partitioned the algae budget into the
following five compartments: inflow (only Detroit River
algae loads were available), exchange with the central
basin, net growth (algal growth minus mortality and
settling) and grazing by zooplankton and dreissenid
mussels. In the cumulative partitioning of algal biomass
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Fig. 10. Spatial variation in simulated algal biomass vertical
distribution for NOZM, ZM90, and TMR90 models. (a) Region
1: Segments 2–10; (b) Region 2: Segments 11–50; (c) Region 3:
Segments 51–65; and (d) the entire western basin. The profiles
were computed by averaging the instantaneous daily algae
concentration at each grid cell, normalizing by the local watercolumn depth and averaging the normalized profiles over
each region.

into each of these compartments throughout the seasonal
simulation (Fig. 13), two approximate source–sink balances are evident. First there is a boundary-flux balance where
the influx via the Detroit River is approximately balanced
by efflux to the central basin and second, a growth-versuspredation balance where the sum of grazing by dreissenid
mussels and zooplankton balances the net algal growth
(Boegman et al. in press). In the ZM90 simulation, during
May through September the mussels graze 53% of the
western basin net algae growth, which is consistent with the
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Fig. 11. Contours of algal biomass grazed (mg m2 d21) by
dreissenid mussels in western Lake Erie (segments 2–50) as a
function of: (a) areal pumping rate (a) and mean daily wind speed
(U4) and (b) areal pumping rate and bulk Richardson number.
For dimensional consistency the coefficient 0.1 has units of s m21.
Shaded region denotes parameter space where concentration
boundary layer formation is predicted. Data points are binaveraged with bin centers shown by dots. Contours may be
converted from areal units to basin-wide units (e.g., g d21) by
multiplying by the western basin sediment area over segments 2–
50 (i.e., 3,024 km2). Note that the vertical scale is reversed in b.
See text for further explanation.

results of Edwards et al. (2005), who locally modeled
vertical mixing in a nearshore (5-m depth) site and found
dreissenid mussels to be capable of filtering between 8%
and 67% of the biomass in the water column, depending on
the shape and magnitude of the diffusivity profile. For our
TMR90 model, the mussels graze 77% of the net growth, a
value much closer to those of the PFC models, which
estimate filtration of 39–96% of the water column (Bunt et
al. 1993) or the entire water column 3.5–18 times daily
(MacIsaac et al. 1992).
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Fig. 12. Histogram of mean daily 4-m wind speed (U4) as
observed at W1 between 09 May and 26 September 1994. We binaveraged data points over integer values of U4 6 0.5 m s21.

Observational results
The characteristic timescales—To facilitate generalization of the model results beyond our Lake Erie application,
we developed analytical models where we calculated the
grazing and diffusive timescales from field data. To ensure
that the analytical models are reproducing the dynamics
associated with benthic–pelagic coupling over a dreissenid
mussel reef, we cross-validated the analytical responses
against the numerical results.
We computed the grazing timescale from Eq. 2 using
observations of mussel density at W2 (Ackerman et al.
2001)
TG *

H
7m
*

 *10 h ð6Þ
{2
a
ð7500 mussels m Þ 90 mL mussel{1 h{1

The diffusive timescale is generally more challenging to
evaluate from Eq. 1, because direct observations of Kz are
difficult to obtain. In the present study, direct observations
of Kz were not available and so we formulated TD using
two analytical mixing models that only require observations of the surface wind stress and the water-column
thermal structure at ,1-m scale. The models assume a

quasi-steady kinetic energy cascade where the rate of work
performed by an impulse wind stress over a quiescent water
column equals the energy utilized to vertically mix the fluid
plus the volumetric rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy in the upper mixed layer. In the first model, the
water column is neutrally stratified; while in the second, the
water column has continuous weak stratification characterized by the buoyancy frequency (N).p
The
formulae make
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
use of the surface shear velocity u ~ tw =ro , where tw is
from Eq. 4 with CD 5 1.3 3 1023 (Fischer et al. 1979,
p. 162), rA 5 1.2 kg m23, ro 5 1,000 kg m23 and U10 is
adjusted from 4 m (Fig. 5a). Because the stress is being
evaluated at the surface, we neglected the exponential term.
In the first model, transient stirring of the neutrally
stratified fluid will occur and a turbulent front will deepen
from the free surface. The rate of penetration of the
turbulent front may be calculated from Spigel and
Imberger (1980; their eq. 12) as
Lz
* 0:3u
Lt

ð7Þ

where z is the vertical coordinate (positive downwards) and
the coefficient of 0.3 accounts for the stirring efficiency of
the wind, shear production and convective overturns
(Spigel et al. 1986, their table 1). Integrating Eq. 7 over
the water column of depth H 5 7 m gives the stirring
timescale for a neutrally stratified water column
TDstir &

H
0:3u

ð8Þ

In the second model, both transient stirring and
diapycnal mixing of the fluid occur and a turbulent front
will deepen from the free surface, homogenizing the water
as it mixes the stratified column. The rate of penetration of
the turbulent front has been modeled by J. Imberger
(unpubl. lecture notes) using eqs. 34 and 35 from Spigel et
al. (1986)
Lz
ð1:4u Þ3
*
Lt
ðzN Þ2

ð9Þ

Integrating over the water column gives the diffusive
timescale for mixing the stratified water column

Table 2. Published estimates of dreissenid mussel density, individual pumping rate (ZMQ) and areal pumping rate (a) characteristic
to the nearshore, offshore and basin-wide environments of western Lake Erie.
Source

Yr

Environment

Substrate
type

MacIsaac et al. (1992)
Pontius and Culver (2001)
Edwards et al. (2005)
Bunt et al. (1993)
Ackerman et al. (2001)
Noonburg et al. (2003)
MacIsaac et al. (1992)
Boegman et al. (In press)

1990–1991
1993
1995
1991
1994
1990–1991
1994

nearshore
nearshore
nearshore
nearshore
offshore
Western basin
Western basin
western basin

rock
shoal
cobble
rock
reef
variable

Mean density
(mussels m22)
270,000
18,000–21,000
10,000–20,000
100,000–300,000
7,500
800

ZMQ (mL
mussel21 h21)
size
size
size
90
size
90

specific
specific
specific
specific

a
(m3 m22 d21)
25–132
1.7–2.3
25
2.7–6.7
16.2
3.08
13.9
1.7
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Fig. 14. Seasonal variation in the relationships among
thermal stratification, wind stress and the time scales of mussel
grazing, diffusive stirring, and diffusive mixing at the W1 sampling
site (segment 27) in Lake Erie, 1994 (a) Time series of the observed
daily 12:00-h water density and temperature difference between
surface and near-bed observations at W1 (from Boegman et al.
2001; their fig. 7b). (b) Time series of the daily TG (mussel grazing
mix
timescale), T stir
D (diffusive stirring timescale), and T D (diffusive
mixing timescale). The shading denotes periods when mean daily
U4 .6 m s21. We used mean daily wind speeds to evaluate T stir
D
and T mix
D because fluctuations in the wind stress occurring over
timescales less than the diffusive timescale will not effectively mix
the water column. This averaging removes high-frequency
fluctuations while preserving the mean daily system response.

TDmix &

Fig. 13. Algae mass balances for western basin control
volume (segments 2–48) for simulations (a) NOZM, (b) ZM90,
and (c) TMR90. DR 5 Detroit River influent, CB 5 exchange to
central basin, GR 5 net growth (growth minus mortality and
settling), ZM 5 dreissenid mussel grazing, ZP 5 zooplankton
grazing. Error bars in b) and c) denote fluctuation in totals for
ZMQ 5 45 mL mussel21 h21 and 135 mL mussel21 h21 relative
to the simulations shown for ZMQ 5 90 mL mussel21 h21.



N2
H 3
3 1:4u

ð10Þ

We calculated the temporal evolution of the observed
characteristic timescales from the wind and temperature
data available from the meteorological buoy and thermistor at W1. During the majority of the observational period
the mean daily surface wind speed was ,6 m s21 and the
water column is stably stratified (Fig. 14a). Loewen et al.
(2000) showed that weak yet significant stratification (0 #
Dr # 0.5 kg m23) has occurred 60% of the time at W2
during summer as a result of a net positive diurnal surface
heat flux. During the stratified periods, when U4 ,
6 m s21, our model for the stratified water column predicts
that TG ,, T mix
(Fig. 14b) and a strong concentration
D
boundary layer should form (Fig. 7b). When the surface
wind speed exceeds 6 m s21 the water column fully mixes
(i.e., Dr R 0), the stratification becomes neutral, TG .
T mix
and erosion of the concentration boundary layer is
D
expected. These analytical predictions are dynamically
consistent with the numerical results (Fig. 7).
The model for the neutrally stratified water column
(Eq. 8) predicts that T stir
D ,, TG over the entire 45-d
observational period. Under these conditions T stir
D ,1 h,
implying that the western basin of Lake Erie should mix
very rapidly and concentration boundary-layer formation
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Fig. 15. Seasonal variation in the observed (a) daily average bulk buoyancy frequency and (b) shear velocity at field site W1, 1994.
(c) Comparison of numerical Kz versus Kz from Eq. 12 with a unit constant of proportionality. We calculated the numerical Kz and
observed N as daily averages of instantaneous hourly data, while u* is calculated from daily averages of 10-min average U4 observations.

would be quite infrequent. However, although the stratification is weak (shown to be generally ,0.5 kg m23 or 2uC
between surface and bottom waters), a neutral stratification
model is inappropriate and the effects of weak stratification
in inhibiting mixing must be considered.
A model of the vertical diffusion coefficient—Reynoldsaveraged lake models such as CE-QUAL-W2, solve the
governing equations by applying a turbulence closure
scheme in the form of a Kz parameterization, which is a
function of the resolved flow dynamics (e.g., Eq. 3). Often
we wish to estimate Kz from field data but, as is the case
with Reynolds-averaged models, are not able to directly
resolve the flow at turbulent scales. An analytical
parameterization for Kz, suitable for use with field data,
may be formulated by equating TD and T mix
D . Substitution
of typical values from this study into Eqs. 1 and 10 shows
their equivalence

TD *
TDmix

H2
102
* {3 * 105 s and
Kz
10

N 2H 3
10{4 103
*
*
* 105 s
u3
10{6

ð11Þ

Rearranging for Kz leads to a simple parameterization for
the vertical mixing coefficient
Kz *

u3
N 2H

ð12Þ

This model is of the same form as that given by Imboden
and Wüest (1995) and is appropriate for shallow systems
that do not seasonally stratify. The variables may be readily
measured using a thermistor chain and a wind anemometer.
The mean daily Kz computed from Eq. 12 reproduces the
numerically modeled average daily water column Kz over
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several orders of magnitude during the 47-d observational
period (Fig. 15). The model Eq. 12 becomes invalid as N R
0 (Fig. 15a, near day 137). Here a balance between Eq. 1 and
Eq. 8 should be more suitable (i.e., Kz , u*H), where from
Eq. 8 H/u* , 10/1022 , 103 s ,, 105 s. However, Kz is still
overpredicted by a factor of 50 near day 137 (17 May).

Discussion
The results from this study show the importance of windinduced mixing and weak stratification in regulating the
supply of plankton to benthic mussel beds. We found the
presence of a concentration boundary layer to be the typical
state of the western basin and, hence, the effects of dreissenid
mussels are less than previously estimated by applying
potential filtering capacity models (e.g., MacIsaac et al.
1992; Bunt et al. 1993). Moreover, we showed that weak
diurnal stratification (,0.5 kg m23 or 2uC between surface
and bottom waters) is sufficient to suppress vertical mixing
and plankton supply to the benthos. Advective riverine
models that neglect wind stress and assume a neutrally
stratified water column do not adequately describe the western
basin dynamics. We found that surface wind speeds of U4 .
6 m s21 are sufficient to vertically mix the water column, thus
eroding the concentration boundary layer. Edwards et al.
(2005) found a small temperature difference (0.1uC) between
surface and bottom waters at their study site, so they could
reasonably neglect the effects of stratification, but not
necessarily wind stress, when calculating the vertical turbulent
mixing rate. However, MacIsaac et al. (1999) observed larger
temperature differences of #2uC (Dr # 0.5 kg m23), which
are comparable to the observations in Fig. 14a. Their
conclusion that the western basin of Lake Erie is usually well
mixed vertically during summer months and that the weak
temperature difference of 1uC to 2uC between lake surface and
bottom does not constitute physical stratification—causing
settled Dreissena to have access to phytoplankton throughout
the water column at most times (MacIsaac et al. 1992, 1999)—
is not supported by our findings.
The importance of weak stratification may be illustrated
using a simple model of the wind energy required to mix a
stratified water column. Consider a water column equivalent
to the mean basin depth (H 5 7 m), with a constant
temperature gradient from 21uC (r1 5 998.0 kg m23) at the
surface to 20uC (r2 5 998.25 kg m23) at the bed (e.g.,
Fig. 9a), where r(z) 5 r2 2 (r1 + r2)(z/H)Ð with z positive
H
upwards. The potential energy (PE ~ g 0 rðzÞzdz) per
square meter of the stratified water column is PES 5 g(2r1
+ r2)H2/6 and the potential energy per square meter of a
homogeneous water column of density (r1 + r2)/2 is PEM 5
g(r1 + r2)H2/4. The energy required to homogenize the water
column is thus PEM 2 PES 5 g(r2 2 r1)H2 / 12 < 10 J m22. If
all of this energy is produced by the surface wind stress, where
?
the rate of work by the wind on the surface W < twus <
0.3twu* (Fischer et al. 1979; their eq. 6.18), the mean daily
wind speed needed to generate the required power is U10 5
Here, us is the surface drift velocity, the shear velocity
6 m s21
p.ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u & tw =ro , and the surface shear stress tw < CD ra U 210 ,
where CD 5 1.3 3 1023 (Fischer et al. 1979, p. 162), rA 5
1.2 kg m23 and ro 5 1,000 kg m23. From this simple model it
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is evident that a significant amount of wind energy (,6 m s21
at 10 m for 24 h) is required to mix a weakly stratified and
shallow water column. As expected this value is consistent
with the numerical, analytical, and observational results.
The grazing and diffusive timescales may be directly
compared to those computed using Eqs. 1 and 2 by Ackerman et al. (2001), who also worked at Sta. W2. They applied a
logarithmic law-of-the-wall formulation to evaluate Kz from
barotropic seiching along the lake bed, the magnitude of
which was reduced in regions of stable stratification. This
mixing model was originally developed for inter-tidal
estuarine systems (Fréchette et al. 1989; Koseff et al. 1993;
Butman et al. 1994) and has often been applied to western
Lake Erie (MacIsaac et al. 1999; Ackerman et al. 2001;
Edwards et al. 2005), where the near-bed barotropic seiche
currents have a period of 14 h and amplitude ,5 cm s21
(Boegman et al. 2001). Ackerman et al. (2001) found that
during neutrally stratified periods TG . TD (11.9 h . 4.5 h)
and a weak concentration boundary layer was expected.
Conversely during stable stratification TG ,TD (11.9 h
,10.4 h) and a relatively strong concentration boundary
layer was observed. Although these timescales are comparable to those found in this study as calculated using windmixing models and direct observations, Ackerman et al.
(2001) found the logarithmic boundary layer model to
provide an accurate description of the flow ,2% of the time
and suggested that wind-forcing may play an important role
in regulating vertical mixing. The importance of wind-mixing
is further supported by observations that show surface wave
heights to be in excess of 0.5 m during strong wind events
(Loewen et al. 2000, 2007), sufficient to increase near surface
turbulence. The numerical mixing routine utilized in CEQUAL-W2 parameterizes Kz in terms of the wind-induced
turbulence and the vertical shearing associated with hydraulic flow, wind stress, seiche currents, and the bottom
boundary stress using Eqs. 3–5. Of these physical processes,
which are all captured by the model, the surface wind stress is
shown to be the dominant process governing mixing of the
water column (Fig. 7). Interestingly, the bottom boundary
stress excited by seiche currents causes mixing that is also an
indirect result of the surface wind stress.
We have numerically modeled the benthic–pelagic coupling
over dreissenid mussel colonies in western Lake Erie. When
modeled as true benthic organisms, we found the dreissenid
mussels consumed 53% of the net algal growth in the water
column during the simulation period, causing a reduction in
the pelagic algae concentration of ,0.1 mg L21, relative to
the no dreissenid mussel case. By comparison, a totally mixed
reactor model predicted that 77% was grazed for the fully
mixed case. The biomass grazed in the western basin was
governed by a balance between the timescales of vertical windinduced mixing and benthic grazing over the water column.
During calm conditions, weak stratification of 2uC
(0.5 kg m23) between surface and bottom waters was shown
to be sufficient to suppress vertical mixing when the mean
daily wind speed U4 , 6 m s21, and a concentration
boundary layer of thickness ,1 m forms accounting for the
reduced grazing. Erosion of the concentration boundary layer
occurred due to enhanced vertical turbulent mixing when
surface wind speeds were in excess of 6 m s21 facilitating
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algae supply to the benthos. We found the mean daily biomass
grazed by the mussels in the western basin to be governed by
the areal pumping rate a and the surface wind speed U4.
Typically in the western basin, mean daily U4 , 6 m s21, the
water column is weakly stratified and a concentration
boundary layer forms when a . 2 m3 m22 d21. These
findings lead to the recommendation that the dynamics of
both wind-mixing and thermal stratification be included in all
mixing models applied to shallow and weakly stratified
systems such as the western basin of Lake Erie.
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